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All the girls in the neighbourhood
They know exactly when I'm on the road
They try to catch you, they try to fetch you
They try every mean trick in the book

But baby, I bet you know what you've got
And when I'll get it, I'll like it a lot
'Cause I'm a woman
And I like it a lot

If you give them all a chance
Even my best girlfriends
They try to please you, they try to tease you
They try to start up a hot romance

But baby, I bet you know what you've got
And when I'll get it, I'll like it a lot

'Cause I'm a woman
And I like it a lot
I'm a woman
And I like it hot

All the girls in the neighbourhood
They follow you like a pack of cats
They try to get you, they try to grab you
Where did you get those scratches on your back?